Geoengineering Killing
The Population with Chemtrails
Tracking the origin of the Covid-19 Scam-Demic
This is both a warning as to how the next phase of the alleged Covid-19 will be
unleashed on humanity; and a confirmation that globalist powers have been spraying
humanity with a chemical soup mix that has been known to cause respiratory health
issues since the middle of 1996. First reports of hospital visits came in Kentucky during
the winter and spring of 1996 and on through most of the year.
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) refers to two lung diseases: chronic
bronchitis and emphysema. Both conditions cause obstruction of airflow that interferes
with normal breathing. COPD is preventable and treatable. This definition of COPD
does not include other obstructive diseases such as asthma, although uncontrolled
asthma over a lifetime can result in damage and COPD. In late 2016 the Department
for Public Health collaborated with state partners to create a Kentucky COPD Advisory
Board.

At the time of the 1996 outbreak of respiratory illnesses such as asthma and COPD the
press suggested it was likely to coal dust. That is easy to sell if you were looking at coal
counties in southeastern KY; however, these outbreaks were not in coal country. They
were being reported in central KY. The map on page 2 shows that the central part of
the state is a non-coal area, and only economically affected servicing the coal mining
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operations in eastern KY. The western coal fields are connected to the southern IL coal
district. Central KY is considered “Blue Grass” country, agricultural producing.

Medical sources identify or categorize 13 types of respiratory illnesses . Between 1994
and 1996 an outbreak of a respiratory virus that had hospitalized children in a handful of
states has hit Kentucky, health officials said Monday. Kraig Humbaugh, deputy
commissioner of the Kentucky Department of Public Health, said the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention recently confirmed that five of 10 cases it tested from
Kentucky were enterovirus D68 — which is fueling a rise in respiratory illness.
That same virus led to increases in hospital admissions of children in Missouri and
Illinois, according to the CDC. Missouri officials said 300 cases of respiratory illnesses
were reported last month, with about 15 percent resulting in children being placed in
intensive care.
In Kentucky, the spike in respiratory illnesses was first noticed in the central part of the
state several weeks ago (summer of 1996). But it is now being reported elsewhere,
including in Louisville. D68 has not been confirmed in Louisville. Health officials said
they don't know if the outbreak of respiratory illnesses will get worse:
"We're seeing more than the usual number of cases," Humbaugh said, noting that cases
have ranged from mild cold-like symptoms to hospitalizations.
Human Enterovirus 68 is a respiratory virus infecting, and hospitalizing children across
ten states. The CDC says this outbreak could be the, 'tip of the iceberg.'
Enteroviruses are common and tend to peak at this time of year. Many cause symptoms
similar to a cold. D68 is less common and causes mostly respiratory illness. Most
infections are mild and self-limiting, but some can be more serious, particularly among
children with asthma or underlying medical conditions.
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At Kosair Children's Hospital in Louisville, about 100 children in August tested positive
for one of two viruses that include an enterovirus, but officials can't be certain how many
might have been D68, if any. Hospital officials said they have seen hundreds of children
recently with respiratory illnesses. This information was reported in summer and fall of
1996! To occur across 10 contiguous adjoining states, from Colorado to Kentucky
across the country infers aerial spraying!

Where did it all begin?
In researching chemtrail sightings and theories, I was not surprised to learn that this
phenomenon didn’t begin with people noticing persistent contrails in the sky, wondering
what they could be, and searching for explanations. Chemtrail theories actually began
as a horror story about deliberate world depopulation, crafted and spread by a small
network of Christian Patriot conspiracy researchers – including one rather infamous
anti-Semite. We are well aware that the U.S. Air Force sprayed Vietnam with what
today is known as Agent Orange, on the commercial market name of “Round Up.”
There are strong indications that at least some of these guys were trying to create a
contrail cash cow for themselves, which forced me to rethink the entire chemtrail
phenomenon. It was my original view that the chemtrail issue was very insidious, but not
as the U.S. Air Force contends, a hoax. I believed that like most conspiracy theories,
chemtrail theories evolved in organic fashion from various anecdotes and incidents.
That’s not to say there haven’t been hoaxes. Photos have been altered, then distributed
among chemtrail researchers. Less than credible “whistleblowers” have told bizarre
stories that can’t be verified. Clearly, anyone who engages in this sort of fraud isn’t
searching for the truth. In my experience, the average chemtrail-watcher is searching for
the truth. He is concerned about the potential effects of chemtrails, and he wants
answers.
Now, after looking into the history of the Chemtrail phenomenon, I suspect the hoax
allegation has some merit, after all. I still believe the average chemtrail-watcher is a
genuinely concerned citizen who honestly believes he is seeing strange, unexplained
vapor trails, and doing what he thinks is right. But I did not trust the motives of those
who started the rumors of death-by-contrail.
To see why I reached this conclusion, we need to examine the history of chemtrails.
Early 1980s:
Farmers, environmentalists, and others in the eastern U.S. reported that ground water
was contaminated with ethylene dibromide (EDB), a carcinogenic chemical used as a
pesticide and as an anti-knocking agent in leaded aviation fuel (“avgas”) as well as
automobiles. EDB has been never a component of jet fuel, because jet fuel does not
contain lead.
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1984:
EDB is banned for pesticide use in some places, phased out in others (in remains in use
to this day in some areas).
Late 1980s:
EDB use in avgas is phased out.
1994:
HAARP installation begins in Gakona, Alaska.
1995:
Concerns about EDB contamination resume among some Christian Patriots. They
suspected that the newly-introduced military jet fuel JP-8 contains some contaminant, or
combination of contaminants, that were intended to kill us. The prime suspect is – guess
what? – EDB. These concerns rapidly spread throughout the country via online
message boards and mass emails.
The Contrail Science website contains links to what appear to be some of the earliest
known online references to unusual contrails, which would later be called chemtrails.
This material was originally published on The Patriot Page (the now-defunct website of
Clarence Napier.
In emails distributed through BIOWAR-L (an email list service dealing with biological
weapons), people exchanged information about “mysterious” persistent vapor trails left
by military jets throughout the U.S., the health effects of EDB, and the depopulation
conspiracy theory.
A few people submitted soil and water samples for lab testing, which confirmed the
presence of EDB (not surprising, as it is known to persist in ground water). They
concluded that EDB was coming from the sky. These test results, if they ever existed,
were never actually reproduced.
Acting on information he allegedly received in 1993, Larry Wayne Harris of Lancaster,
Ohio begins selling a self-published booklet (Bacteriological Warfare: A Major Threat to
North America), warning that Iraqi sleeper cells will launch anthrax attacks against
multiple cities in the U.S., aiming to reduce the U.S. population to 50 million by 2025. He
conducted research for this booklet at the library of the Aryan Nations compound. He
was a card-carrying member of Aryan Nations, which is not only America’s largest white
supremacist organization, but also the nation’s largest and most violent prison gang. I’m
sure we can trust their impeccable research skills. At the time, Harris believed Jews
controlled the world and had to be opposed (according to the Anti-defamation League,
he later renounced these views).
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Harris claims the information about impending anthrax attacks was given to him by the
daughter of a former Iraqi president. She allegedly told him that Iraqi women were
smuggling massive amounts of weaponized anthrax into the U.S. in their vaginas,
preparing for synchronized biological assaults on numerous U.S. cities that would
reduce the nation’s population to just 50 million souls by the year 2025.
Harris makes some cash selling his booklet about VAGTHRAX at gun shows and
conspiracy conventions, scaring the hell out of his fellow Patriots and Aryan brethren.
Though Harris was supposedly teaching people how to defend themselves against
terrorist attacks, it has been noted that his booklet appeared to double as an instruction
manual for terrorism. For instance, it laid out in considerable detail how to sabotage
power lines and launch large-scale biological attacks. Not exactly information the
average American would need.
Harris was arrested and charged with mail fraud after posing as a research
microbiologist to obtain bubonic plague from the American Type Culture Collection. He
had stolen some stationery bearing the letterhead of the Ohio lab where he was
employed as a water inspector to do this. Convicted of mail fraud, Harris is later placed
on probation.
Harris claimed to be a CIA asset and a licensed microbiologist throughout most of the
’80s and early ’90s. He also boasted that he has scientifically proven the existence of
God. None of these claims were true. He continues to warn about impending Iraqi bioattacks for the next three years.
Most of the early Internet communications about poisonous contrails mention Harris as
a good source of information on the topic. Christian Patriots are advised to submit soil
and fuel samples to him for testing. At least one EDB/JP-8 researcher, radio evangelist
Bill Brumbaugh, submitted a JP-8 sample to Harris for analysis in the late ’90s. Harris,
without supplying any documentation, reported that the jet fuel contained EDB.
Questionable results like these were trumpeted throughout the Patriot/conspiracy
community, adding literal fuel to the fire.
1996:
The Defense Department publishes a study, Weather as a Force Multiplier: Owning the
Weather in 2025. This paper will become central to the weather control/geoengineering theories about persistent spreading contrails, which gradually overshadow
the EDB/depopulation theory.
September 17, 1997
Richard Finke of Ohio distributes an email with the heading “Lines in the Sky
Identified!”. This may be the first mass email on the subject of “deadly” contrails. In it,
Finke declares that lab testing of samples from “JP-8 contaminated fields” in Maryland
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and Pennsylvania have revealed the presence of ethylene dibromide (again, not
surprising, as EDB has been used as an agricultural pesticide for years). The testing
was conducted by Aqua-tech Environmental. Finke wrote of contrails, “The lines are
dispersed and may linger for hours, slowly filtering down to unsuspecting pests, and I
guess we’re the PESTS.”
1998:
Richard Finke and Larry Harris set up a “defensive bio-war and disaster recovery”
consulting firm called LWH Consulting. They promote their services by sending out
mass emails warning that a biological attack on the U.S. is imminent, and posting
information about poisonous contrails on message boards.
LWH Consulting was legally incorporated under the name of Harris’ attorney, Curt
Griffith, who was suspended from practicing law in the state of Ohio in 2004 for ripping
off two of his clients. Griffith also defended Harris in court.
Just as the bio-warfare threat helped Harris sell his VAGTHRAX booklet, the EDB
contamination scare may have helped Patriot radio broadcasters sell colloidal silver.
You can’t read any of the early chemtrail reports without running into mention of
colloidal silver as a defense against contrail-created illnesses.
Later, chemtrail researcher Will Thomas began selling USANA brand vitamins and
mineral supplements on his website, writing, “You don’t have to be a Gulf War veteran
to be suffering daily effects from Chemical Warfare (CW) exposure. While researching
major article on chemical sensitivities, I learned that Multiple Chemical Sensitivity can
be triggered by massive repeated low level exposure to oil and other chemical
releases…”
In 2000 and 2001, Larry Harris hawked a line of Solutions-4-You® anti-microbial
products and a lichen-based herb called Lechenya Meera that could supposedly protect
you from anthrax and other biochem warfare agents. He claimed a Ph.D. at that time,
though one could not find any confirmation that he had one, and billed himself as “one
of 17 registered microbiologists in the US” (rather doubtful as the National Registry of
Certified Microbiologists certifies dozens of registrants each year).
Because chemtrail information is so closely tied to product placement and dishonest
self-promotion like this, we should not eliminate the possibility that chemtrail theories
are driven – at least in part – by profit motives.
February 18, 1998:
Harris and a cohort, William Leavitt, are arrested in Vegas for possessing anthrax.
When the anthrax turns out to be a virulent strain, Harris is charged only with probation
violation and receives a longer, more restrictive probation for impersonating a CIA
agent.
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After the hearing, Curt Griffith reportedly warned him, “Don’t let the word ‘CIA’ come out
of your mouth.”
Though Harris wasn’t in possession of any dangerous biological agents this time, the
Vegas anthrax arrest scared the hell out of people and made national headlines. It was
alleged that Harris wasn’t just warning the world about impending biological attack – he
was planning one himself. A cohort had reported to authorities that Harris boasted about
possessing enough anthrax to poison a U.S. city.
After Harris’ second arrest, the speculation about persistent contrails gradually shifted
from EDB to other toxic ingredients (mostly metals). But the legend of EDBcontaminated jet fuel lives on. Joseph E. Mario, in his Anti-Aging Manual (1998),
declared that EDB was being dispersed over the U.S. via JP-8 jet fuel exhaust
(contrails) for the purpose of indiscriminate population reduction. As “evidence”, Mario
noted that EDB had been detected in Cape Cod cranberry ponds, Maryland and
Pennsylvania. Again, this can be explained by agricultural fumigation. There was no
need to bring aircraft into the equation at all.
February 1998:
Tommy Farmer collects samples of what he calls “angel hair”, a fibrous material
presumably deposited by aircraft on six occasions between February, 1998 and
January, 1999. The term might be familiar to UFO buffs, as “angel hair” was a common
feature of early close encounter reports. Farmer claims he fell ill after his first contact
with the “angel hair” (today, sticky filaments known as “chemwebs” are still being
reported).
After the initial hubbub of 1997 and early 1998, the poisonous contrail theories went sub
rosa for several months, kept alive by only a handful of conspiracy researchers like
Clarence Napier, John Hammell, Chip Tatum, Dot Bibbee, and Joe Burton.
1999, on the other hand, would be the Year of the Contrail.
January 1999:
Canadian journalist Will Thomas publishes his first two articles about the dangers of
contrails, “Mystery Contrails May Be Modifying Weather” and “Contrails: Poison from
the Sky”. In these two short pieces, Thomas laid out a number of suppositions that have
since become entrenched as chemtrail factoids:
• The “poisonous” contrails are sprayed by “fleets” of aircraft flying in grid like patterns.
• The “spraying” is done by military jets. Thomas described the work of Tommy Farmer,
a former engineering technician with Raytheon Missile Systems who had been tracking
the patterns of jet contrails for more than a year. Farmer “positively identified” two of the
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aircraft most often involved in aerial spraying as the Boeing KC-135 and the Boeing KC10, both used by the U.S. Air Force for air-to-air refueling.
• The “spraying” is also done by unmarked military jets.
• Contrails may be part of HAARP-related experiments.
• Contrails may contain substances that facilitate weather modification, and substances
that are harmful to us, such as bacteria.
• Contrails may cause a variety of ailments, ranging from respiratory difficulty to lupus.
No direct evidence of a link between contrails and these ailments is provided by
Thomas; he is content to rely upon anecdotal evidence. Anecdotal evidence is a great
place to start. It is not a great place to finish.
Thomas also rehashes the EDB-in-jet-fuel theory, and mentions public concerns about
fuel dumping
.
January 25, 1999:
Art Bell discusses contrails on the popular paranormal-themed radio show Coast to
Coast AM for the first time, with guest Will Thomas.
February 10, 1999:
Will Thomas sends an email to John Hammell, warning that people throughout the U.S.
and the U.K. are falling ill with flu because of contrails. He speculates that a virus may
be in the jet fuel along with EDB, and strongly urges people to stay indoors when jets
are flying overhead. The email is widely distributed. It is so hysterical in tone that it is
reproduced here in its entirety to show you how speculation and misinformation were
disseminated in the early days of the chemtrail phenomenon:
“Tell everyone to STAY INDOORS when contrails are being woven overhead. I’ve got a
BBC photo of a freezer-semi filled with dead bodies in England – all from sudden
respiratory ailments. We’re talking (according to the BBC) 6,000 deaths from respiratory
failure in two weeks. People are VERY SICK here. And spraying continues, after heavy
spraying last Friday over Asheville, Knoxville, Dallas and other US centers. I have this
morning received reports of ‘many deaths’ from a ‘cough that never leaves’ in Louisiana.
This is big. This is real. I have positively verified that Emergency Rooms are overflowing
with acute respiratory cases from coast to coast. Doctors are telling the ‘New York
Times’ that this is NOT the flu. The only lab test I have shown JP8 present in soil
samples after spraying. The ethylene dibromide in JP8 is banned by the EPA as a
known carcinogen and an extremely toxic substance that attacks the respiratory system
at very low doses of exposure. There may be a viral component to the spraying, as well.
I am tracking this and will get back to… STOP PRESSES! I have just this minute
received a call that confirms my worst fears. According to a source within the Canadian
Intelligence Service, heavy spraying taking place over Victoria, BC (near me) and other
population centers throughout North America are classified ‘tests’. I now know what the
‘tests’ are aimed at achieving. And it is not pretty. This is a MAXIUMUM RED ALERT for
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everyone on your list, John. TAKE COVER! Stay indoors during spraying. This is NOT
‘woo-woo’. This is NOT a drill.”
The most astonishing thing about this email is that the epidemic Will Thomas describes
didn’t exist. There were no reports of a “mystery” respiratory illness published by the
‘New York Times’ or the BBC in 1998 or 1999. Rather, there was one article in the
Times about a well-known virus that affects infants and young children (respiratory
syncytial virus, or RSV). If 6,000 people in England alone had perished from the same
illness in two weeks, this would have been an epidemic on par with the influenza
outbreak of 1918. Yet no one could not find a single 1998 or 1999 article (BBC or
otherwise) that included information about 6,000 sudden deaths in the UK. There were
plenty of media releases concerning outbreaks of respiratory illnesses that occurred that
year (see this one on an illness in Afghanistan or this one about Nipah virus in
Singapore and Malaysia, for instance). In these cases, dozens or even a few hundred
people fell ill. But 6,000, in a single country? No, nothing on that scale happened in
1998-1999. If Thomas did, indeed, see a “BBC photo” of a truckload of corpses, it was
either unpublished or misrepresented to him. As for the “many” coughing-related deaths
in Louisiana, Thomas provides no verifying information. In short, this terrifying email
does not contain any verified information. In the winter of 1998-1999, neither the flu nor
respiratory illnesses other than RSV were particularly serious. In 2000, the CDC
reported the “numbers and types of circulating influenza viruses are similar to the
previous two seasons (1997-98 and 1998-99). These findings suggest that this year’s
flu season has not been unusually severe.” Even if the flu or respiratory illnesses had
been worse than usual in 1998-1999, the connection to contrails would not be a given.
Such outbreaks are not uncommon.
In another post, we’ll look more closely at Will Thomas’s chemtrail research and some
of the other bizarre misinformation he has been disseminating. It will be obvious that his
scientific knowledge is extremely limited. This is not an insult; it is a statement of fact.
Ignorance is nothing to be ashamed of, because it does not have to be a permanent
condition. Mr. Thomas can brush up on his science skills anytime he chooses.
March 30, 1999:
Clarence Napier, a Christian Patriot conspiracist, claims to have located the “hidden”
HQ for the death-spraying “United Nations” planes in Arizona. He declares that Arizona
is the epicenter of contrail-poisoning activity (to this day, Phoenix remains a central hub
of chemtrail-watching and activism). In the last post, we explored how firefighting planes
(particularly Evergreen Aviation’s Supertanker) have been repeatedly mistaken for
“chemtrail-spraying” planes.
In his email, Napier wrote:
“To everyone in the Phoenix, Tucson, and Chandler, Arizona area, should try to check
this location out. I’m shure [sic] I have located the airfield were [sic] the planes spraying
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the contrails are based in Arizona. William Thomas said people have reported to him
that they looked at these planes through telescopes, and reported that they are painted
all white with no markings, and that is how I spotted this field, and the entrance to it is
well hidden.”
Napier postulated that these unmarked planes were United Nations aircraft, and that the
purpose of the spraying was to sicken and kill people all over the world. He posted
photos of the “hidden” airfield on his website without identifying it.
One diligent researcher investigated and learned the airfield was Chandler Memorial
Airport, an airfield owned by the area’s Pima and Maricopa Indian Nations. Since 1978,
the airfield has been leased to International Air Response, an aviation outfit that had
been contracting with the U.S. Forest Service to fight forest fires since the late ’60s. The
entrance to the Chandler Memorial airfield was not hidden, and its operations were not
secret.
March 1999:
The word “chemtrail” begins appearing online. A conjunction of the words “chemical(s)”
and “contrail”, its exact provenance is unknown (I have been told by many chemtrailwatchers that Will Thomas coined the word. This may be true, but all I know for certain
is that the word didn’t emerge until the spring of 1999. I have found no appearances of
the word prior to March of that year). Jay Reynolds, who has been researching the
contrail-related conspiracies since the late ’90s, has stated the word was coined by
former USAF captain John Grace, who used the pseudonym “Val Valerian”.
In the early days, when the contrail theories revolved around a chemical pesticide,
“chemical contrail” made sense. But today, when the theories are focused on metal
oxides, “nanobots”, and fibers, “chemtrail” is a bit of a misnomer.
November 20, 1999:
Art Bell again discusses chemtrails on Coast to Coast AM, with guest Clifford Carnicom.
1999:
The white supremacist/conspiracy publication ‘The Spotlight’ begins publishing stories
about contrails, promoting the theory that they are part of a secret military operation.
Clifford Carnicom sets up his first website about chemtrails. When it comes to
chemtrails, I don’t think it would even be possible to overestimate the work Clifford
Carnicom. He is, quite simply, the leader in the field of chemtrail research. It was the
reporting of Cliff Carnicom where I became interested in the aerial spraying. Will
Thomas and others are certainly influential, but it is Carnicom who has introduced each
new “discovery” about chemtrails. Carnicom was the first person to produce a
documentary about chemtrails (Aerosol Crimes, 2004). His was the first major website
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devoted to chemtrails. He was the first person to publish articles on the alleged links
between chemtrails and Morgellons disease. He was the first to document what he
believes are “nanotech devices” in Morgellons sufferers. It’s safe to say that whatever
theory Carnicom comes up with next, the majority of chemtrail-watchers will accept as
probable. I purchased his book on chemtrails, and much of what was on the Internet on
the subject underwent removal around 2010. Cliff Carnicom’s research work gave
credibility to the issue of Chemtrails where many of those before were less reliable
characters or sources. Serious investigation from 2000 forward takes hold in the
observation, analysis of content falling from the sky, and documentation.
2001:
Chemtrails are mentioned under the heading of “exotic weapons systems” in a bill
sponsored by Dennis Kucinich, H.R. 2977 (107th): Space Preservation Act of 2001.
They are removed from subsequent versions of the bill.
2002:
On Coast to Coast AM, guest Will Thomas discusses the theory that the military is using
jets to spray aluminum oxide and/or barium stearate into the air for weather modification
and advanced radar/HAARP experiments.
2003
The bio-warfare theory of chemtrails, introduced to the public by Will Thomas in ’99,
becomes much more popular in 2003. It is reinforced by the claims of Clifford Carnicom,
who says he heard important information from another researcher, who heard it from a
military source. Leaks were coming from Air Force Reserve crew members flying C130
aircraft based around the country.
According to Carnicom’s source, airplanes are dispersing polymer filaments with freezedried bacteria or viruses and metals (barium, aluminum, strontium) attached. The
metals heat up from the sun, allowing the pathogens to survive in the cool air.
The ultimate goal of the spraying, Carnicom states, is the “control of all populations
through directed and accurate spraying of drugs, diseases”. He declares that people
who have “tried to reveal the truth have been imprisoned and killed”, but does not
provide any names for verification.
2004:
The incredibly weird “sylph” sightings begin. Chemtrail watchers report seeing cloudlike
forms absorbing chemtrails, then vanishing. Some believe the sylphs are living
creatures. Others suspect they are supernatural entities along the lines of angels, or
nanobot’s swarms that can be manipulated remotely (like the Smoke Monster in Lost).
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Clifford Carnicom releases his self-produced documentary “Aerosol Crimes”, the first
feature-length film about chemtrails.
As with any conspiracy theory that gains some traction, infighting and suspicion among
researchers soon surfaces. Chemtrail-fighter Don Croft declares that Carnicom’s
Aerosol Crimes is disinformation. Croft tries to eliminate chemtrails with Reichian
orgone devices (bits of metal).
2007:
Lydia Mancini starts the website Barium Blues to document the “barium chemtrails” she
has been seeing since about 2003.
Will Thomas publishes his book Chemtrails Confirmed.
August 2007:
The Discovery Channel program “Best Evidence” airs a show on chemtrails.
2008:
The Carnicom Institute becomes a registered non-profit organization.
“Toxic Skies”, a fictional movie dealing with chemtrails, is released in Australia. The
second film from Canadian thriller/horror director Andrew C. Erin is a medical thriller,
starring Anne Heche as a virologist struggling to identify a mysterious disease.
As a medical thriller, the film is deeply unimpressive (at one point Heche’s character
declares, “We don’t know if it’s Avian Flu or bubonic plague”). The film receives
attention in the conspiracy community for three reasons: It explicitly mentions
chemtrails, the context is profoundly negative, and it was “banned” in North America.
Spoilers: The virus is being spread via pellets that have been mixed into jet fuel (must
be one tough virus to survive not only the temperatures of a jet’s fuel system, but the
cold temperatures of high altitude). The virologist develops a vaccine to inoculate
people against the virus, and must race against the clock – and the bad guys- to deliver
it.
The film was shot in Spokane, WA by a mostly Canadian crew, but premiered in
Australia, causing some chemtrail researchers to cry out that it had been “banned” in
the U.S. In reality, the film was simply picked up by a foreign distributor. The highest
bidder gets the distribution rights, and the American distributors evidently weren’t
impressed. After being screened in Australia, Toxic Skies began showing up
everywhere else. It is available in the U.S. and Canada. It’s even on Netflix.
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Then there were those who believed Americans were supposed to see the movie. You
see, many conspiracy researchers believe in something they call “predictive
programming”. In essence, they contend that the world’s elite (the Illuminati, the
globalists, etc.) are required by some ancient code of conduct to have willing victims we
see this “predictive programming” in relation the Simpsons, too Beavis and Butthead
“predicting” 9/11). In other words, they have to tell us what they’re going to do to us
before they do it. So they seed clues into TV commercials, cartoons, magazine articles,
magazine covers and even low-budget medical thrillers. Chemtrail researchers who look
for predictive programming would probably point to the vaccine in Toxic Skies as just
another ploy. First, the Illuminati poisons you with a chemtrail virus, then they dupe you
into taking a vaccine that will also kill you.
To my knowledge, no one has asked the director himself how he feels about chemtrails.
Perhaps Mr. Erin just picked an interesting conspiracy theory to hang a thriller on, as so
many screenwriters do. Looking at the list of conspiracy theories at Wikipedia you will
find every one of them has become fodder for entertainment. FEMA camps? X-files.
Fluoride? Dr. Strangelove. Morgellons? Bugs.
January 2008:
Local news station KSLA in Shreveport, Louisiana broadcasts a report on chemtrails.
Producers sent water samples collected in August 2007, in Stamps, Arkansas to a lab.
The man who collected the samples suspected that jets flying over his property were
spewing chemicals or metals. The results showed the water to contain 68.8 parts per
billion (68.8 µg/L) of barium. The EPA limit is 2 ppm (2000 µg/L), and the tests found
0.0688 ppm (68.8 µg/L), just 3.4% of the allowable limit. But the KSLA reporter misread
68.8 µg/L as 6.8 parts per million, over three times the EPA level. When the mistake
was pointed out, KSLA later issued a correction to its report.
October 2008:
The chemical depopulation theory persists. MythicShadow posts the following on an
online forum:
“STRANGE DAYS STRANGE SKIES YOU ARE NOW BREATHING ETHYLENE
DIBROMIDE, NANO-PARTICULATES OF ALUMINUM AND BARIUM AND CATIONIC
POLYMER FIBERS WITH UNIDENTIFIED BIOACTIVE MATERIAL: “We the people
have not been warned, advised or consulted but are certainly vulnerable to the
outcomes.” Lightwatcher.com “Biologic components have been reported in airborne
samples that include: modified molds, desiccated red blood cells and exotic strains of
bacteria” Additionally, award winning investigative reporter, Will Thomas, has reported
findings of over 300 types of virally mutated fungi in the chemtrail fall out. The Idaho
Observer has reported findings of 26 metals including barium, aluminum and uranium, a
variety of infectious pathogens and chemicals and drugs including sedatives in
chemtrail fallout. Dr. R. Michael Castle reports the finding of cationic polymer fibers.
Others have reported findings of tiny parasitic nematode eggs of some type encased in
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the fibers. Welcome to the brave new world of toxic barium skies, weather control, mind
control and population control through the use of chemtrails modulated with
electromagnetic frequencies generated by HAARP. Our health is under attack as
evidenced by the skyrocketing rates of chemtrail induced lung cancer, asthma and
pulmonary/respiratory problems as well as the emergence of a new plague, Morgellons
Disease, an infection with a new and unknown pathogen that is seriously disabling and
disfiguring. Things were beginning to heat up and become of serious health concerns.
Over 12,000 families in the U.S. are now infected with Morgellons. Our skies are
increasingly hazed over with fake barium aluminum particulates, ethylene dibromide
chemtrail clouds. Whether in the atmosphere or in the Ocean this added particulate
matter is a hazard to the health of every living thing on this planet. Today there is a
main-stream media blackout on this subject so the only way to get the word out is by
word of mouth. People are already dying because of the chemtrails. Life expectancy is
down. This situation presents an immediate and serious threat to you, your family and
loved ones.
2010:
The first professionally produced, feature-length documentary about chemtrails is
released. “What in the World Are They Spraying?”, directed by Michael J. Murphy,
draws more attention to chemtrails than anything to date. The film centers on the
geoengineering theory of chemtrails, though depopulation and a few other theories are
mentioned.
Once again, a racist connection to chemtrail theories rears its ugly head: The executive
producer of WITWATS is G. Edward Griffin. A disciple of Hitler-adoring conspiranoid
Eustace Mullins, Griffin was a speechwriter for George Wallace’s presidential campaign.
Like Mullins, he has made a career out of promoting a broad array of conspiracy
theories and quacky medical “cures” while warning about the Commie menace. George
Wallace wasn’t a racist. He just didn’t like black people, that’s all.
Next to the work of Clifford Carnicom, the release and distribution of WITWATS is
probably the single most important event in the history of the chemtrail phenomena.
2012:
Paul Wittenberger, co-director of “What in the World Are They Spraying?”, releases a
documentary about depopulation, “The Great Culling”. It is promoted as a follow-up to
WITWATS, but Michael J. Murphy and his Truth Media Productions distance
themselves from it. Other chemtrail researchers, like Rosalind Peterson, ask not to be
included in the film. Francis Mangels, a retiree who threatened to shoot down jets to
preserve his veggie garden during a county meeting, also distances himself from the
“culling” theory of chemtrails and the Wittenberger documentary.
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I know what I see with my own eyes and it matches up with patents for geoengineering.
Try as you might, the stratospheric aerosol program is in full bloom and full sight.
Chemtrails is a weather weapons program. NOT geoengineering to mitigate global
warming as proposed by David Keith. If Chemtrails is not exposed and stopped, we will
see TWO aerosol operations spraying pollution. One in the troposphere (chemtrails)
and another in the stratosphere?
“The United States needs to incorporate the defense against directed energy weapons
with the same intensity used developing anti-ballistic missile defenses. One of the major
drawbacks to optical or directed energy systems is the inability to penetrate clouds or
dense fog. Advances in technology are beginning to bring weather phenomena under
our control. Greatly increased computing power and micronized delivery systems will
allow us to create specific perturbations in local atmospheric conditions. These
perturbations allow for the immediate and lasting ability to create localized fog or stratus
cloud formations shielding critical assets against attack from energy based weapons.
The future of nanotechnology will enable creation of stratus cloud formations to defeat
DEW and optically targeted attacks on United Sates assets. The solution the weather
control problem involves networked miniature balloons feeding and receiving data from
a four-dimensional variation (4d-Var) computer model through a sensor and actor
network. A network of diamond-walled balloons enters the area to be changed and then
both measures and affects localized temperature and vapor content. This system
effectively shortens the control loop of an atmospheric system to the point it can be
managed. The capabilities in the diamond-walled balloons are based on the future of
nanotechnology.”
Source: Operational Defenses through Weather Control in 2030 –
http://www.dtic.mil/cgi-bin/GetTRDoc?AD=ada539515
Whatever one wants to believe about Chemtrails, you cannot dismiss the existence of
such spraying where there should be none at all. Dean Wigington hosts the web page
www.geoengineeringwatch.org/ads/dane-wigington Dean Wigington has an extensive
background in solar engineering and was a former employee of Bechtel Power Corp. He
has devoted the last ten years of his life studying climate change, weather modification
and geoengineering. Dane has taken the chemtrail issue out of the world of the
obscure to one of “in your face science”.
Dean Wigington was interviewed by Greg Hunter a few years ago and has validated
there is something more to Chemtrails than what we know about. Lead researcher
Dean Wigington for the global climate engineering informational website,
www.GeoengineeringWatch.org, and says newly discovered U.S. government
documents prove global climate manipulation, commonly referred to as chemtrails, is
real. Not only that, but the document, that originated in the U.S. Senate, also proves
weather manipulation has been going on around the world for decades. The exponential
damage it is doing continues today, and Wigington explains, “With the 750 page
document, how much proof do people need? In this document, it describes the need for
global cooperation between nations. There are some 50 or 60 countries named in the
document involved with the programs, as well, even between nations that would
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otherwise have hostilities between them. . . . The document also names about 10
federal agencies, about 12 major universities, and it describes the need for complete
immunity from liabilities created for all those involved in these programs. They have
complete immunity for the damage they have done, basically. It is an extremely
damning document. How big does the elephant in the room have to be? . . . There is no
question these programs are real and ongoing.”
Dean Wigington goes on to say, “In this 750 page document, the express goal is for
those in power to decide who should get more rain and who should get less rain. . . .
Even though you have the damage by these programs, the desire to play God with the
weather was not suppressed at all. In the 1978 document, they talk about further
expanding the programs to a wider scope and scale. These people think they have a
right to play God with the weather, with no regard for the consequences what-so-ever.”
So, why is geoengineering or weather modification harmful to the planet? Dean
Wigington explains, “They have basically straight-jacketed the planet from being able to
respond. In spite of a warming planet, which geoengineering can deflect and cause
large areas of temporary cooling by blocking the sun, it comes with the cost of a
worsened overall warming. They shred the ozone layer, they disrupt the rain cycle
horribly. We have drought expanding around the globe, boreal forests are dying. So, the
forests can’t absorb carbon that they otherwise would. The UV is cooking the trees. We
have toxic metals raining down on us from what they are spraying with these programs.
Aluminum, barium and strontium is poisoning the root system of these trees. They are
trying to use the oceans, as well, to get them to absorb more carbon, and that is killing
the oceans, as well. There are 400 dead zones around the planet. This is the ‘cure’ that
is worse than the disease, and that is saying a lot. Climate engineering is the epitome,
the absolute epitome, of human insanity and the quest for power and control. Ultimately,
that’s what these programs are about—power and control.”
Dean Wigington also claims to have new information on government suppression of
whistleblowers and gag orders given to NOAA and the National Weather Service.
Wigington says climate engineering is a known secret in the highest offices of state and
federal government. Wigington contends, “I was told by a Congressional aid off the
record about 90 days ago, we all know what is going on and we don’t know what to do.
This is the biggest elephant in the room. Everybody is afraid to step out of the shadows,
but in the meantime, the ship is sinking, the entire ship, and we’re all on it.”
The truth is the government is spraying deadly chemtrails in hopes of population
reduction. Furthermore they have been known to use chemtrails as biological testing
agents on the populace; all while claiming they are nothing more than mere vapor.
NSA defector Edward Snowden, the hacker who gained access to every secret corner
of the Internet during his tenure at the NSA, came forward in 2013 with details of a
classified project to alter the world’s climate. The shocking truth, as he says, is that
chemtrails are part of a benevolent program aimed at countering global warming. By
cooperating in secret with jet fuel manufacturers, government agents have carefully kept
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the massive chemtrail efforts completely under wraps. Snowden added, “I am only
revealing this program because there is no oversight in the scientific community, any
public discussion, and little concern for the side-effects which are well known only to a
few privileged people interested in continuing the decades-long chemtrail program in
secret.”
Because climate change is a threat to U.S. agriculture, it has been labeled a national
security issue. With the influence and cooperation of Monsanto, a secret
Geoengineering lab dubbed Muad’Dib has been operating since the late 1960s, and the
chemtrail program is often referred to by insiders as its “crown jewel.” Muad’Dib has
aimed to protect North America’s climate at all costs – even if that means accelerating
desertification in Sub-Saharan Africa or spreading trace amounts of carcinogens over
lightly populated areas. Other side effects, which scientists at the secret Muad’Dib
Geoengineering Lab have predicted, include droughts in the Amazon and powerful
windstorms along the East Coast.
Snowden shared decisive documents with ‘The Internet Chronicle’, but out of concern
for national security, only his testimonial can be published. These documents contain
references to scientists who would surely be targeted by foreign counterintelligence,
and their knowledge is vital to short-term survival of the United States.
Snowden said, “If this program were to stop, the scientists behind it strongly believe that
within just one year the North American climate would spiral out of control, and crop
failures would lead to a series of devastating famines that would quickly depopulate
urban centers.”
Because the program has been carried out on such a massive scale, skeptics might find
Snowden’s story unbelievable. However, Snowden explained that the chemtrail program
has been incredibly easy to hide, especially with the cooperation of jet fuel companies,
a crucial part of the military-industrial complex. Snowden said, “The chemicals which
are released by passenger airplanes have been covertly introduced as ‘additives,’
supposedly to improve efficiency. Only as the plane reaches cruising velocity does the
heat and atmospheric pressure cause a chemical reaction that synthesizes the top
secret carbon-trapping molecule. This process is imperfect, and many of the byproducts are incredibly dangerous even in trace quantities. The most dangerous thing is
that although chemtrails are keeping the climate of the U.S. reasonably stable, citizens
are bombarded every day with an invisible rain of carbon-laden molecules, and the
effect on health is totally unknown.”
Chemtrail spraying operations are an around the clock operation. When I lived in
Pittsburgh during 1997-2012, on a night when the moon was full and clear, one could
see clearly aircraft spraying against the backdrop of a full moon. The spraying missions
are not restricted or affected by weather conditions. The few pictures that follow show
both commercial and military aircraft of many models and variations, onboard equipped
military aircraft spraying equipment.
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In the fall of 2012 we relocated to Fredericktown, KY to help with the raising of six
grandchildren. I would walk our two dogs for an outing around the noon hour, about the
time the rural mail carrier made his stop on our dead-end street. As we strolled the corn
field behind the stand of mail boxes, a friend of mine back in Monroeville, PA called me.
As we talked, I noted to my friend the clear blue sky above me. What occurred to me
next sent shivers up my spine. Virtually as I was talking, an aircraft in the sky laid down
an “X” pattern Chemtrail directly overhead. I shared that with my friend and could not
help but to believe that my cell phone call was being listened-in on and someone
wanted to say hello, and send a message to me below.

If you use any search engine and search for pictures of Chemtrails, aircraft, sprayers,
you will see a great deal of variety in the spraying conducted in the sky above us. It is
not whether they exist, but of the question, what is their purpose. Although the Air
Force has a program called “Operation Clover Leaf.” Project Cloverleaf is a joint USCanadian Military Operation involving distributing chemicals into the atmosphere above
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Canada and the United States. Both US military refueling tankers and thousands of
planes in private corporate aviation are used.
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The purpose is to seed into the atmosphere multiple weather/climate modification
chemicals for purposes of proactive environmental warfare, originally motivated by a
climate change concern and to introduce highly humanly toxic metallic salts and aerosol
fibers that facilitate atmospheric operations of HAARP technology (which is involved in
climate manipulation).
Piggybacking on this, the covert distribution framework of the toxic metals & chemicals
has been used in other covert military/civilian operations like massive biological
experiments on whole cities and countryside of people/ecologies – tests which are
unauthorized & without consent or even public knowledge.

The purpose is nothing less than the actual physical transformation of the earth’s
atmosphere in order to provide a platform for the latest chemical & electromagnetic
technologies of warfare, communication, weather control, low-yield biological warfare,
and control of populations through “non-lethal” chemical/electromagnetic means.
US environmental regulations limit all airborne particle concentrations less than 10
microns in diameter.in 1994: 10 micron aluminum oxide is called for in a patent issued
to Hughes Aircraft Company.
‘Welsbach Seeding for Reduction of Global Warming’ refers to spreading highly
reflective materials in the atmosphere to reflect enough incoming sunlight (1-2%) to
slow rapidly-accelerating global warming.
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The sky shield blueprint calls for dispensing microscopic particles of humanly toxic
aluminum oxide and other reflective materials into the upper atmosphere. Computer
simulations by Ken Caldeira at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory calculated that
this would be enough to stop warming over 85 per cent of the planet, despite an
anticipated doubling of carbon in the atmosphere within the next 50 years.
Lawrence Livermore Labs priced the aerial spray program at U.S. $1 billion dollars a
year – a cheap fix to maintain massive private corporation petroleum profits in the face
of Kyoto’s internationally agreed carbon cutbacks.
IPCC warned against unpredictable upsets of the atmosphere & angry populaces
reacting to, “the associated whitening of the visual appearance of the sky”.
Caldeira was so concerned he went public, warning deflecting sunlight would further
cool stratosphere, concentrating icy clouds of ozone-gobbling CFCs that could destroy
Earth’s solar radiation shield. Dean Wigington is of the opinion it may have already
happened.
However, they ignored the global atmospheric risks & the ecological and human health
concerns for the sake of maintaining a quick-fix on private oil profits. Aluminum in
‘Welsbach patent’ was intended to be put into the fuel of jet airliners. If it is added to the
plane’s auxiliary fuel tanks, chemtrails will appear only at cruising altitudes after the
flight crew switches to auxiliary fuel tanks.
Switching to main tanks for take-off and landing will leave no chemtrail clues close to
the ground. According to a former engineer for Alcoa, aluminum oxide in the size ranges
called for would polish jet turbine blades without harming them, & would form brilliant
white plumes in skies.
The engineer warned that metallic particles intended to remain aloft for a year could
settle quickly to the ground and become toxic. The Pentagon paper presented and
published: “Weather as a Force Multiplier – Owning the Weather in 2025, A Research
Paper Presented to Air Force 2025.”
Quoting this paper:
“According to Gen Gordon Sullivan, former Army chief of staff, ‘As we leap technology
into the 21st century, we will be able to see the enemy day or night, in any weather- and
go after him relentlessly.’ A global, precise, real-time, robust, systematic weathermodification capability would provide war-fighting CINCs w/ a powerful force multiplier to
achieve military objectives.
Since weather will be common to all possible futures, weather-modification capability
would be universally applicable and have utility across the entire spectrum of conflict.
Capability of influencing the weather even on small scale could change it from force
degrader to force multiplier.”
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Recipe for creating “cirrus shields” was outlined, & it explained how “weather force
specialists” were dispersing chemicals behind high-flying tanker aircraft in a process the
air force calls “aerial obscuration”.
Early 1998:
“Months of ‘spraying’” by photo-identified US Air Force tanker planes over Espanola,
Ontario, Canada. Former Ontario Provincial Police Officer and Supreme Court expert
witness Ted Simola reported lingering Xs and numerous white trails, some of which “just
ended” as if they had been shut off but remained in the sky.

Spring 1998:
Extremely high levels of aluminum powder in rainwater falling through thick sky plumes
over Espanola, Ontario. Espanola lab tests conducted after residents began
complaining to environment ministry of severe headaches, chronic joint pain, dizziness,
sudden extreme fatigue, acute asthma attacks and feverless “flu-like” symptoms in a 50square-mile area coinciding with “months of ‘spraying’” by photo-identified USAF tanker
planes.
Disease-causing agents in chemtrails tested from rainwater samples by independent lab
through Ontario Ministry of Environment: finds aluminum at 7x government safe levels.
High enough, said lab, ‘to kill fish’.
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Summer 1999:
Fine aluminum particles found in laboratory tests of chemtrail-contaminated rain taken
in Espanola, Ontario.
The aluminum found in chemtrails over Ontario matches the 10 micron aluminum oxide
called for in the 1994 patent. On the other side of the world, in Naples, Italy, the U.S.
Navy’s Kitty Chastain sat on her hotel balcony and watched aerial grids being laid all
day just offshore over the Bay of Naples. “People were coughing all over Naples,” she
wrote. On the bus ride in from the base, Chastain explained chemtrails to many sailors
with hacking coughs.
Oct. 12, 1999:
Paris correspondent reported,
“…heavy activity from all directions, X upon X. The pilots here seem to like to play
chicken; they fly right at each other and then one will swerve, their trails forming
pitchforks and Xs.”
No contrails were being left by “normal planes” in the same skies. But the next day,
planes flying over Paris ‘from all directions’ obscured sky.
Nov. 1999:
NDP Defense critic Gordon Earle presented a petition signed by 550 Espanola
residents to Parliament in November, 1999 demanding the end of aerial spraying by
commercial or military aircraft, foreign or domestic. They are ignored.
2000 to present:
Beginnings of reports of unusual white plumes in Canada & U.S. noticed by Air Canada
pilots, police officers, ex-military personnel.
April 27, 2000:
American tourist in Spain, John Hendricks, dashed off quick email from El Café de
Internet: “Were we surprised to see that the chemtrails are as bad here as they are
anywhere, both in Mallorca and in Barcelona.”
May 2000:
‘Project Cloverleaf’ name revealed as the covert commercial airline aspect of the
chemtrail spraying. An anonymous United States commercial aviation mechanic and
airline corporate executive separately admit that commercial planes were rigged with
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special equipment to distribute unknown chemicals into the air, using thousands of
commercial planes in the United States.
The chemicals are discharged through disguised, hollowed-out static wicks on the
planes’ wings. Chemical solution tanks are covertly hidden on the planes. Covert
operation is administered by the tiny number of outsourced private personnel who
empty whole airports’ multiple airline lavatory tanks – while they fill up the chem-tanks at
the same time – the cover for Project Cloverleaf.
Airline executives are told by unidentified government agents that if they tell public that
they are spraying the atmosphere with illegal unmonitored compounds, they could be
imprisoned. Project Cloverleaf documents are kept in locked safes at the companies
involved.
All commercial airlines in the United States have accepted payment from federal
government to conduct aerial spraying as early as 1998. A mechanic was threatened
with firing, he was framed, & his internet usage was monitored after he analyzed several
rigged chem-planes.

June 2000:
By mid-2000, unprecedented aerial spray campaign over 13 allied nations, causing
serious illness/fatalities; changing clouds & weather.
December 2000:
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Canadian aviation authority Terry Stewart investigated a Victoria caller’s complaint of
intensive chemtrails over British Columbia capitol.
In taped phone message (later played to 15 million radio listeners), the environmental
manager for the Victoria Int’l Airport checked with control tower, reporting:
“It’s a military exercise, U.S. and Canadian air force exercise, that’s going on. They
wouldn’t give me any specifics on it.”
The aircraft making lingering X’s & grids over Vancouver Island, Canada, photoidentified as U.S. Air Force KC-135 & KC-10 aerial refueling tankers.
The U.S. Air Force counts 650 four-engine KC-135 Stratotankers & 50 KC-10 Extenders
in its active inventory. Canada without armadas of tankers reports of acute upper
respiratory & gastrointestinal illness, fatigue, headaches, joint pain, and dizziness
March 12, 2001:
Multi-plane chem-missions verified in March, 2001 by FAA Air Traffic Control (ATC)
manager for northeastern seaboard of United States. Confirms an ongoing East Coast
‘Military Operation.’
Similar military activities ongoing in other regions, he added. On his ‘scopes he could
track the tankers flying north into Canadian airspace. In interview with freelance radio
reporter S. T. Brendt, ATC Control manager said he’s told on as many as 4 occasions in
March, 2001 to re-route commercial air traffic around military craft in classified aerial
operation in the northeastern seaboard… repeatedly conducted at altitudes between
37,000-40,000 ft.
While air traffic controllers normally ignore air traffic above 10,000 feet, he said he was
ordered to divert incoming European air traffic away from the military planes. When
asked why, he said. “I was told there was a military exercise in the area. Of course, they
wouldn’t give me any of the particulars.”
Were the tankers involved in weather modification?
“That approximates what I was told.”
3rd interview, question rephrased:
“Were tankers observed on ATC radars involved in climate modification?”
He confirmed this is what he was told was the object of the missions. USAF tankers
spray a substance that showed up on ATC radars as a ‘haze’.
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More interviews led to statements that ATC Controllers at Chicago’s O’Hare airport, all 3
major airports in New York, Los Angeles LAX, San Francisco, Atlanta, Cleveland, San
Diego, Washington DC’s Dulles and Jacksonville, Florida were being ordered to route
airliners beneath formations of Air Force tanker planes spraying something that
regularly clouds all their screens. One TV weather reporter, an ex-Marine meteorologist
even commented in his weather report, that there was Chemtrail spraying to explain
what the station’s weather radar was showing on camera.
Every controller, without exception, is being told to divert traffic due to military exercises.
“One of them said, ‘Aluminum or barium’ that’s not something you want to be breathing.”
ATC told aerial operations involve ‘climate experiments’.

June 17, 2001:
After photographing massive plumes over Gibsons, Ontario, Canada, Suzanne Smart
checked with aviation authorities and found that no airline flight plans had been filed for
that airspace at that time.
Official weather data showed that when her photos of multiple white plumes were taken,
the 30 per cent humidity at 30,000 & 35,000 feet was less than half that needed for
contrails to form. According to the National Center for Atmospheric Research in
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Boulder, Colorado, the only way to form artificial clouds in warm dry air is to introduce
enough particulates into the atmosphere to attract and accrete all available moisture
into visible vapor.
If repeated often enough, the resulting rainless haze can lead to drought.

The above photo of a U.S. Air Force C-130 sporting spray nozzles located on either
side of the tail section. The photo leaves no doubt as to Chemtrail spraying is a U.S.
operation. The big question that remains unknown is who authorized it, who planned it,
and what other aspects about the program that we are not told about. Our government
is killing us without our knowing!
Summer 2001:
Chemtrail pictures sent to newspapers by Associated Press.
Oct. 2001:
United States House of Representatives bill HR2977 introduced by Ohio Rep. Dennis
Kucinich. It called for the peaceful uses of space, and a ban on ‘exotic weapons’.
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Section 7 of the ‘Space Preservation Act of 2001’ sought specifically to prohibit
‘chemtrails’ by name.
Kucinich told the ‘Columbus Alive’ newspaper (Jan. 24, 2002) that despite official
denials, as head of the Armed Services oversight committee he is well acquainted with
chemtrail projects.
“The truth is there’s an entire program in the Dept. of Defense – ‘Vision for 2020’ –
that’s developing these weapons,” Kucinich told reporter Bob Fitrakis.
The U.S. Space Command’s 2020 vision calls for ‘dominance of space, land, sea and
air’. Though “section vii” naming chemtrails, HAARP & other planet-threatening
weapons were removed in a substitute bill, the removal was under pressure, according
to Kucinich…
December 6, 2001:
A scientist working at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base recently told reporter Bob
Fitrakis that two different projects are being conducted.
One involves cloud creation experiments to lessen the effect of global warming. Other
chemtrails connected with the military’s extremely high-power Radio Frequency beam
weapon in Alaska called HAARP.
The scientist claims that the two most common substances being sprayed into
chemtrails are:
• aluminum oxide
• barium stearate
When you see planes flying back and forth marking parallel lines, X-patterns and grids
in a clear sky, that’s aluminum oxide, according to the scientist.
Barium may be sprayed in a similar manner for the purpose of high-tech 3-D radar
imaging.
Sprayings have only expanded since then. Complaints met with complete official denials
and grandstanding. Whole cities repeatedly are being buzzed/sickened.

What if I told you “they” are killing us using Chemtrails?
Steve Allen back on June 22, 2017, said geoengineering chemtrails were being used
for a very malevolent purpose and you don’t believe it?
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Have you been sick and gone to the doctor and he can’t find a cause? Your sinuses are
killing you. Your nose is stuffy. Your body aches, You’re sweaty, coughing, sneezing
and you don’t have enough energy to get out of bed. All the symptoms of what educated
doctors are calling “chemtrail flu.”
Dr. Len Horowitz says, “It’s not the flu. It’s a conspiracy.” His geoengineering opinion is
not based on conspiracy theory but on conspiracy “fact.”
Over the past 20 years, Dr. Len Horowitz has become America’s most controversial
medical authority. He is black-listed, de-platformed as much as Dr. Martin Pall is for his
reports on the harm and danger of EMF radiation emitted through cell towers and
wireless communications.

He’s a university-trained medical researcher, and he charges that “elements of the
United States government” are conspiring with major pharmaceutical companies to
make large segments of the population sick. (Have you noticed the volume of
pharmaceutical commercials on the nightly news shows? You’ll see at least 2-3 every
night.)
Mainstream media is reporting that hospital emergency rooms are jammed with patients
suffering from “a bizarre upper respiratory infection” that doesn’t quite seem like a virus.
They’re reporting that it’s “mystery” flu and that the flu vaccines are completely
ineffective against it.
Dr. Horowitz says, “The fact of the matter is, we have seen this type of an epidemic
since the end of 1998 and the beginning of 1999. People have been hacking and
coughing with this bizarre illness that does not seem to follow any logical viral or
bacterial onset and transition period. If it was really a “bacterial or a viral infection,” it
would cause a fever, but it doesn’t. It lasts for weeks, sometimes months.
Sinus pressure and congestion, sinus drainage, cough, fatigue, general malaise.
People just feel “off” and know that something’s just not right in them.
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Topics people search for when researching geoengineering chemtrails are many:
geoengineering chemtrails weather modification (We hear a lot about geo engineering
climate change, but that’s not the main reason they spray the aerosols.)
geoengineering chemtrails haarp world orders timelines and ascension
what is geoengineering chemtrails
chemtrails weather modification or population control
global skywatch
pilots march against chemtrails
geoengineering exposed
what is climate engineering
geoengineering patents
who is dean wigington
If it’s not just natural causes for all of us getting the same symptoms, then WHO IS
RESPONSIBLE?
The following information is NOT speculation. If you were to read “The Report From Iron
Mountain,” the top expert’s analysis of military warfare, you would see the Rockefeller
family as one of the major players in this conspiracy. They are one of the major players
in “world genocide and world population reduction.” I wish it wasn’t true, BUT IT IS!
When you examine who owns the geoengineering fuel, whom the fuel company
directors are, it becomes very clear, the Rockefeller family and the royal families –
(Standard Oil and British Petroleum.)
And what are their other agendas? Reading their documents, proves they have funded,
historically, “eugenics, racial hygiene, genocide, depopulation, family planning, maternal
and child health,” where they make and deliver vaccines, and contaminated blood
supplies.
“These are the banksters, the same people who run the blood banking as well as the
money banking industries,” according to Dr. Horowitz. Are these really the ones
responsible for spraying these aerosols and geoengineering chemtrails on our world?
Dr. John Coleman, who worked as a British Secret Service agent at the highest levels
made it very clear who was running those companies.
Ironically, it all goes back to the highest level of the British royal family. These are the
big money players using geoengineering chemtrails in skies all over our earth.
The Bush family, Rothschild family, the Rockefeller money, and the entire
Rockefeller establishment is based upon Rothschild money and royal families.
If you can’t explain the geoengineering chemtrails purpose rationally or any other way,
you’ve got to consider conspiracy theories and eliminate the negative label that you’ve
placed on conspiracy theories, which have been demonized along with holistic
medicine.
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If you’re wondering if the elite pay people to “debunk” or try and convince people that
there is no such thing as “chemtrails” or geoengineering chemtrails, you’re absolutely
right. The more people that attach “conspiracy theory” to them, the more they can
continue their nefarious operations without bringing the public to seeing the reality of
them. In August, 2020, it was discovered that Bill Gates has spent $250-million for
advertising and sources to debunk his anti-vaccine critics.
The Armed Forces Research Institute of Pathology has registered a patent for the
“pathogenic mycoplasma” that is causing the Covid-19 epidemic. You can see the
patent report in Dr. Len Horowitz’s book, Healing Codes for the Biblical Apocalypse.

The pathogen Mycoplasma is not really a fungus, it’s not really a bacterium, and
it’s not really a virus. and it has no cell wall. But it is fatal and activated by EMF
energy!
It goes deep into the cell nuclei thereby making it very difficult to mount an immune
response against it. Dr. Martin Pall has exposed how EMF wireless radiation activates
the Mycoplasma to attack the respiratory system. As I pointed out in my article listed
below, Mycoplasma is watching for three things: 1. Body pH, 2. Oxygen level, and 3.
the Immune system. When optimum balance is out on any of these three elements, the
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Mycoplasma begins an attack that results in death/decomposition. Mycoplasma is
part of the biome system of all life forms.
It’s a man-made biological weapon. Yes, I said that geoengineering chemtrails are a
“man-made” weapon. The patent report explains how it causes chronic upper
respiratory infections that are virtually identical to what’s going on right now.” Yes, they
really have a “patent” on geoengineering chemtrails they spray on us! ER doctors
during the Covid-19 outbreak were reporting that victims experienced death by Hypoxia,
a medical term that describes lack of oxygen!

In my series “Covid-19 Con Job Satanic Plan-Demic/Scam-Demic –
Part 8,” I suggested that the alleged Covid-19 was 5G activated
Mycoplasma!. It is not a virus, but a pathogen known as “Mycoplasma.” The
evidence that supports that allegation is documented in the same article.
CHEMTRAILS DESTROY YOUR IMMUNE FUNCTIONS
“I believe the chemtrails are responsible for a “chemical intoxication” of the public,
which would then cause a general immune suppression, low grade to high grade,
depending on exposure. The immune dysfunction allows people to become susceptible
to opportunistic infections, such as this mycoplasma and other opportunistic infections”,
says Dr. Leonard Horowitz.
“I first began to investigate chemtrails when some were sprayed over my home in
Northern Idaho. I took pictures of them, and then contacted the Environmental
Protection Agency of the state who were clueless and referred me to the Air Force.
They got me in touch with Centers for Disease Control Toxicology, and after about a
week I received a letter from one of their chief toxicologists saying, indeed there was
some amount of “ethylene dibromide” in the jet fuel.”
Most people at the state levels have NO clue about chemtrails and geoengineered
aerosols. (As I found out contacting my local state air quality offices.)
“Ethylene dibromide is a known human chemical carcinogen that was removed
from unleaded gasoline because of its cancer-causing effects. Now suddenly it’s
appeared in the jet fuel that high-altitude military aircraft are emitting!”
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Ethylene dibromide is coming out of the jet fuels causing
immune suppression and weakening people’s immune system. Plus, the Mycoplasma
microbe or a fungus that causes an upper respiratory illness.
Now, you develop a secondary bacterial infection. Then doctors prescribe
ANTIBIOTICS, and the antibiotics cause your body chemistry to go acidic. This causes
you to get rashes and other things, your liver gets full of toxins and comes out through
your skin in rashes and you get hyper allergenic reactions associated with the other
chemicals.
Friends in the Bahamas, Bermuda, Toronto, British Columbia, Midwest and Florida are
all reporting the same geoengineering seeding of the atmosphere. This ongoing crime is
just despicable!
“All of a sudden now you’ve got human beings completely out of balance and infected
by two, three or four microbial co-factors as well as intoxicated by a variety of different
chemicals… and you’ve got somebody who’s going to be chronically ill”, says, Dr.
Horowitz.

THE BLACK BUDGET FOR GEOENGINEERING CHEMTRAILS
“The Frank Church Congressional Hearings of 1975 exposed the CIA’s biological
weapons contracting firms – Litton Bionetics and the Army Corp of Engineers who were
developing and utilizing various biological weapons on populations. And this is all done
under black operations, covert operations, where they get funding and
congressional people are never really informed where this money is going. It’s the
black budget”, says Horowitz.
“And in the contemporary warfare arena, where experts in biological chemical warfare
convene and discuss the ways that are ideal to conduct warfare today, to really take an
enemy out, you don’t want to kill the people. You want to produce people who are
chronically ill and become dependent on the state and totally sap the resources
of the country. (i.e. Obamacare)
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And then you can move in with your military-medical-industrial complex and your
international medical-pharmaceutical cartel. You sell these defeated countries all of the
pharmaceuticals and chemicals that they need to maintain any semblance of healthy
function.”
They’re completely depleted. They can’t put together a military. You create a
dependence and thereby you weaken the population, and weakened populations are
easy to control. So you’ve got population control, and you make vast fortunes doing it,
versus just blowing up a nuclear weapon and devastating the infrastructure that you
own… You and your colleagues own that infrastructure. You want to get rid of the
people. You don’t want to get rid of infrastructure”
The ruling crime families are making vast fortunes off humanity’s suffering. The
Rockefellers monopolized American medicine in the 1920s. They, along with I.G.
Farben, Germany’s leading industrial organization, held the monopoly on the world’s
chemical and pharmaceutical industries.
The Rockefellers and I.G. Farben worked together before World War II and during
World War II. For all practical purposes, the Rockefellers and I.G. Farben were the Third
Reich.
Who else is involved? The Merck Pharmaceutical Company. Their president, George
W. Merck, was America’s “biological weapons industry director” during World War II. He
was personally appointed by President Roosevelt and Secretary of War Stimson.
The Nazis planned for the New World Order. They even had a term for it – “Neue
Ordnung,” which means New Order, New World Order. This today, this New World
Order, is the rise of the Fourth Reich. This is precisely what they envisioned and then
carried out on a global scale. The goal of the Fourth Reich is population control and
genocide.
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Most Masons have no clue what they’re really up to at the highest levels. they give you
increased knowledge at every higher degree of Freemasonry. When you get beyond the
33rd degree, you get the highest indoctrination into what’s called the Ancient Arcana,
the ancient sacred knowledge described in the book ‘Healing Codes of the Biblical
Apocalypse.’ That’s where the “devil-doers,” (Luciferians) who are running this planet
are nesting.
How does a person become that high in the Masonic organization? Through bloodlines.
You’ve got to be major royalty, ideally a descendent or you’ve got to be somebody who
is very close to the royalty, the major bloodlines.
WHO ARE THEY TARGETING WITH GEOENGINEERED AEROSOLS?
Who are they targeting for genocide? If there’s an attempt underway to reduce the
population of the planet, why doesn’t it look like it’s happening?
“Look at countries in Africa, Third World nations that have been heavily targeted with
HIV/AIDS. And consider that 73% of HIV/AIDS patients in America today are Black or
Hispanic. Statistically, 55 percent of gay men in America are already dead. Are you
seeing depopulation specifically targeting minority groups now?
They don’t want to totally eliminate populations completely, just certain populations.
They’ve got a covert depopulation agenda that very few have picked up on yet. It’s
ideally what they want to do. The Georgia Guide Stones down in Elberton, GA says
they want to keep the population at 500-million. They have to get rid of 7.3-billion. We
are told they have taken nuclear holocaust off the table. So what is left? An EMP
attack or a Chemtrail genocide? Increasing resistance to the Fauci/Gates vaccine has
grown steadily to where it is now over 60 per cent of the U.S. public say they will not
take the vaccine.
It’s not just about the money. There’s a Satanic and evil ideology behind their
geoengineered chemtrails. President Nixon himself once said, referring to the
Rockefellers, – “It’s not about money for these people, it’s about power.”
At the end of the geoengineering chemtrails Monopoly game, what do you do? One
person wins, they own all of the treasure, they own all of the assets, they’ve wiped all
the other players and the game is over. You can put the game away in your closet. But
you don’t do that on the earth.
The person who wins at the end of this geoengineering chemtrails Monopoly Game gets
to “rearrange the board.” And that’s precisely what we’ve been seeing.
You’ve haven’t seen the biggest fish eating the biggest fish in international commerce,
you’ve seen the “mega-whales” eating the mega-whales in these mega-mergers.
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All these little companies that produce your vitamins are a subsidiary of a major
conglomerate. Today a Warner Lambert or Glaxo Wellcom, all of these huge, huge
corporations own all the little fish. They buy them out.
Total control is power for the globalists and elites. That’s how they’re getting away with
the Geoengineering Killing The Population With Chemtrails.
When the outbreak of the Corona virus occurred, it came from three different directions
into the U.S. In a previous article, I included the map and the direction of the various
strains of the virus that entered the U.S. The virus leaves its own audit trail for
researchers, and so can be tracked back to starting points. The nation of Finland
reported over 30 strains of the virus. All along while it was still possible for infected
carriers that came through air travel, it is more likely that the pathogen Mycolasma was
released in Chemtrails.
Simply on the basis of Dr. Anthony Fauci and Bill Gates, their own words, we
should expect a more viral virus during the next few weeks of late September
through November, 2020. They could not contain their arrogance while predicting a
second but more virulent wave attack! Another virus, more lethal, delivered through
Chemtrails becomes the instrument of death to billions of innocent victims.
The book of Revelation gives us a hint in Revelation 9:15: “And the four angels were
loosed, which were prepared for an hour, and a day, and a month, and a year, for
to slay the third part of men.” Today, a third part of men would be 2.5-billion people.
If it is true that the elite of the world have ruled out a nuclear holocaust because of its
destruction of infrastructure and assets, what other options are on the table for
consideration. An EMP attack on the national electrical grid would affect the elite as
well. I see a Chemtrail-delivered virus as an answer to all their diabolical goals. We
have U.S. Patent Office proof that the Covid-19 virus was patented in 2007 and 2018,
hence we know they have the antidote for its global distribution.
Recalling the words of Dr. Fauci and Bill Gates, we would pay attention to the next virus
outbreak by its consequences. I don’t care to speculate on their implications other than
to note that it will be worse.
I am attaching their 5G Strategy Plan and Agenda to this article noting that it takes in
both the “Smart” Meter side of how 5G will be implemented and its effects, separate
from the use of EMF cell towers. The switch from Analog meters to digital “Smart”
meters across the nation has been slowed greatly due to various factors. Whereas, cell
towers are virtually everywhere as the network of cell towers has matured across the
nation since the first build out began more than twenty-five years ago.
The two-page 5G Strategy Plan and Agenda describes the details of what they project
will occur from release until all life is dead.
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There is a passage of Scripture that really speaks to this 5G EMF radiation. Ephesians
2:2: “Wherein in time past ye walked according to the course of this world,
according to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit that now worketh in the
children of disobedience:”
Satan is the prince of the power of the air! Wireless communications takes place in the
air! This verse further depicts the lost condition of mankind by specifying the forces
working against them. First, unbelievers walk "according to the course of this world."
This is a way of saying that fallen creatures manifest their state of spiritual death by
living lives of enslavement to the world's standard of values, values that are humancentered, not God-centered.
Secondly, the rest of the verse informs us of the power that works behind this "spirit" of
the age, or the ways of this world. Satan takes advantage of man's lost condition. He is
at work "in the children of disobedience" or he is "operating in the sons of
disobedience."
Here Paul is depicts the forces which war against believers as they seek to live godly
lives: the world, the flesh, and the devil. The world is an external foe, its evil influences
surrounding the believer. The flesh (the self-life) is an internal enemy, its weaknesses
making it susceptible to temptation*. Satan is an infernal foe, going about like a roaring
lion, seeking whom he may devour. He uses the influences of the world to seduce
believers, and he takes advantage of believers by attacking them at their weakest
points. But God has not left believers at the mercy of these enemies of the soul. He is
the eternal Friend and Deliverer who will bring victory.
*It may surprise the reader to know that 2-days of continuous cell use are the equivalent
of 1,200 X-rays at the hospital.
There is something to think about in reading their 5G Strategy Plan and Agenda. As a
believer in Jesus Christ, we can find great comfort in knowing God will “Deliver Us From
This Wrath” of Satan. But it cuts both ways, in that our hope is “The Blessed Hope” and
for those who want to live in rebellion will fulfill Satan’s plan for humanity!

Blessings,
Pastor Bob, Evanteachr@aol.com
www.pastorbobreid.com
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22

5G Strategy and Agenda
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Smart Meters
NOTE: Average Smart Meter (4G) is ~7 gigahertz. Airport security scanning machines
are ~10 gigahertz.
The following is the “frog in the pot of boiling water” scenario, where the frog is placed
into a pot of water and the heat is gradually turned higher and higher and the frog is
paying no attention to the rising temperature until it is too late to jump out, and the frog
then dies.
Day 1 (October 28th)
Meter 10 gigahertz – People are not noticing that their smart meter has been slightly
cranked up.
Day 7 (November 4th)
Meter 20 gigahertz – Some people are now noticing change in frequency but do
nothing.
Day 10 (November 7th)
Meter 35 gigahertz – At this frequency, electrons on oxygen are spinning and people
begin to feel symptoms of oxygen deprivation (shortness of breath, dizziness, tiredness,
and difficulty in breathing) but are not leaving “kill” zone. In all probability the media is
telling them they have the corona virus.
Day 10-14 (November 7th thru 11th)
Meter 35 gigahertz – Extreme symptoms of oxygen deprivation. People are rushing to
hospitals. By November 11th, the majority (~75%) of people are dead.
Day 15-18 (November 12th thru 15th)
Meters 50 gigahertz. By Day 16 ALL LIFE in the “kill” zone is dead. Inside “kill” zone
there are “pockets” of “safe” zones. Deep inside the “safe” zones, life is still surviving.
(People living on the fringes of the “safe” zone are now dead.) People living deep inside
the “safe” zones, may not know it, but they are now trapped inside the “kill” zone.
Day 19 (November 16th)
“Kill” zone meters cranked up to 60 gigahertz. There are people still alive deep inside
the “safe” zones inside the “kill” zone. They believe they are still safe. The 60 gigahertz
frequency surging through the “kill” zone smart meters causes mass explosions and all
the houses and buildings in the “kill” zone burst into flames and are reduced to ashes.
People deep inside the “safe” zones are absolutely terrorized (planned agenda) out of
their wits as they witness the “kill” zone holocaust. (fulfillment of Nostradamus
prophecy)
Day 20-21
(See Cell Towers Agenda for how people in the “safe” zones die.)
Go to Tower Agenda (next page)
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Cell Towers
Day 1-9 (October 28th thru November 6th)
Cell towers in the “kill” zones 10 gigahertz. People are experiencing effects, for
example, ringing in ears, headaches and other signs of the 4G. Some may complain but
the majority of people will go on with their daily lives. Cell towers in the “safe” zones 4G
(7 gigahertz).
Day 10 (November 7th)
Cell towers in the “kill” zone 35 gigahertz – At 35 gigahertz, electrons on oxygen are
spinning and people begin to feel symptoms of oxygen deprivation (shortness of breath,
dizziness, tiredness, and difficulty in breathing) but are not leaving “kill” zone. In all
probability the media is telling them they have the corona virus. Cell towers in the “safe”
zones 4G (~7 gigahertz).
Day 10-14 (November 7th thru 11th)
Cell towers in “kill” zone are 35 gigahertz – Extreme symptoms of oxygen deprivation.
People are rushing to hospitals. By November 11th, ~75% of people are dead. Cell
towers in the “safe” zones 4G (~7 gigahertz).
Day 15-17 (November 12th thru 14th)
Day 15, cell towers in the “kill” zone 50 gigahertz. By Day 16, ALL LIFE in the “kill” zone
is dead. Inside “kill” zone there are “pockets” of “safe” zones. Deep inside the “safe”
zones, people are still alive. (People living on the fringes of the “safe” zone are dead.)
People who are alive deep inside the “safe” zones do not know they are now trapped
inside the “safe” zone. Cell towers in the “safe” zones still 4G (~7 gigahertz).
Day 18-21 (November 15th thru 18th)
Day 18, “kill” zone towers cranked up to 60 gigahertz. Absolutely nothing will be able to
survive in the “kill” zone now. People are still alive deep inside the “safe” zones. They
believe they are safe. However, they begin to experience oxygen deprivation from the
effect of the “kill” zone towers’ 60 gigahertz frequency. “Safe” zone towers are still at 4G
(~7 gigahertz).
Day 19 the same day “safe” zone people witness “kill” zone holocaust, “safe” zone
towers are cranked up to 35 gigahertz. Terrorized and traumatized, “safe” zone people
are feeling the full effect of oxygen deprivation. People panic as they realize they are
trapped in a “kill” zone. Some try to escape out of the “kill” zone, only to be “cooked”
alive by the “kill” zone towers’ 60 gigahertz frequency, an even more horrible and painful
death than if they had stayed.
Day 20, painfully suffering from severe oxygen deprivation, the few remaining “safe”
zone people are filled with anxiety and despair, as they realize they are dying and will
share the same fate as those who were incinerated in the “kill” zone on Day 19th.
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Day 21, ALL LIFE in the entire “kill” zone is dead. The “safe” zone meters are cranked
up to 60 gigahertz. All houses and buildings in the “safe” zone immediately explode,
ignite and burn and are reduced to ashes.
Day 22-50 (29 days)
Day 22, cell towers in the “kill” zone are cranking out 60 gigahertz frequency. Soon, all
plant life in the “kill” zone will be “cooked” and dead. Anyone attempting to enter the
“kill” zone will die within two days.
Day 50, the cell towers in the “kill” zone are shut down. Not until one year has passed
will the “kill” zone have enough breathable oxygen to sustain life.
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